Now this is Wildly Weird Word Magick
A S T R O N A U T S Satan Mocks YHWH but YHWH Exposes Satan

Literally Means Star-Ship (i.e. water-ship; sky-water sha-mayim)
Man deos not lvie on braed anole but by ervey wrod taht porcedes out of the mutoh of
god. Tnihk aoubt it for jsut a mniute and tehn you wlil see the lghit. It deosn't mttaer in waht
oredr the ltteers in a wrod are, the olny iprmoetnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteer be at the
rghit pclae. The rset can be a toatl mses and you can sitll raed it wouthit a porbelm - vlioa. Tihs
is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe. Hvae
a gaert day satr sliaor. And rembemer the mnid tnihks in piturecs and sybomls rlue the wrold.
Look up smoe of teshe asnatrout wrod scrmbaler cobmiatnion deinftioins and tehn ask yrsouelf
waht are the prabioblities. Baer wtih me tihs wlil be msot enenlihgting.

FYI Astronauts Train in a Swimming Pool tnihk aoubt it wnik wnik

got i-magi-nation? SAROS TAUNT = ARSTONUATS
Saturn Taos

Santa Torus

Sanat Tours

Saturn Oats

Santa Tours

Santa Stour

Saturns Tao

Satan Tours

Santa Routs

Saturn Stoa

Satans Tour

Nasa Tours (Isaiah 14:4)

Sanat Torus

Santas Tour

Nasas Tour
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Satan Routs

Nasas Tutor

Satans Rout

Santa Roust

Nasa Tutors

Satan Stour

Santas Rout
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Satan Roust

Sanat Roust

Anta Tussor (Isaiah 14:11)*

Santo Sutra

Santas Tour

Anta Routs
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What are the
odds? *Towla`!

Saros Taunt

Stoa Santur

Soar Taunts

Sous Tantra

Taunt Soars

Stuns Aorta

Antas Rout

Ursa Santo(s) (she-bear)

Astro Tunas

Anta Tours

Ursas Tanto

Aarons Tut

Antas Tour

A Star Tonus

Aaron Tuts

Sutra Santo

A Star Snout

Aortas Nuts

Asat Sun Rot

Son Star Tau

Aorta Stuns

Asat Sun Tor

Tau On Stars

Aortas Stun

Asat Son Tur

Sonar Sutta

Rotas Tunas

Sonar Tauts

Rotas Aunts

Sutta Arson

Straus NATO
Tarsus NATO
Straus Nota

Why they do it?: To confuse the times so that people will be in the dark about the mo’wed
which are the appointed times (Sabbaths) and laws of the Creator. They are Yahowah Elohim’s
Holy Days and have always been, but his own people worship him through the false stars of
chiun/remphan/Saturn and christ-maesse (literally Christ dismissal) and ishtar…instead of
worship through the 7-Fold prophetic message of Passover, Unleavened Bread, Firstfruits,
Pentecost, Atonement, Trumpets, and Tabernacles. Have a Great 8 th Day! 8 = Everlasting
.
Both Testaments explain this plainly—prophetically, and the Testimony of Jesus Christ is the
Spirit of Prophecy (Revelation 19.10)! Additionally, this uncanny floating word astronaut(s) is
an etymological dance of perfectly predicted in the scripture by the pure genius of YHWH!
You shall not take [NASA] the name of the LORD your God in vain; for the LORD will not hold
him guiltless that takes [NASA] his name in vain (Ex. 20.7 & Deut. 5.11). Yahowah Times

Let’s Just Say “He Nailed It” Newsleak Times
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Seems Like the Most Magical Word in the World?
Not only is the word “astronaut(s)” extremely high yield on many words that can
be formed out of it, through rearranging the letters, but apparently also the most
occult-focused scrambler in the history! Isaiah 14 all over the place (mow’ed mounting)
on the sides of the north.
Saros a period of about 18 years between repetitions of solar and lunar eclipses; A lunar
cycle of 6585.32 days at the end of which the centers of sun and moon return so nearly
to their relative positions at the beginning that all the eclipses of the period recur
approximately as before though in longitudes about 120 degrees west of the regions
where they were visible in the saros immediately preceding. Greek, from Akkadian
shāru cycle of 3600 years  TAUNT Taunt(s) a sarcastic challenge or insult, or tempt.

Saros Taunt = Great Circles Cycle Temptation by
Genesis 1:16

According to Strongs: H5265 נָסַ ע

nâçaʻ, naw-sah'; a primitive root; properly, to pull up, i.e. start

on a journey:—cause to blow, bring, get, (make to) go (away, forth, forward, onward, out), (take)
journey, march, remove, set aside (forward), × still, be on his (go their) way. H5254 נָסָ ה

nâçâh,

naw-saw'; a primitive root; to test; by implication, to attempt:—adventure, assay, prove,

tempt, try; nä·sä'.

Let’s Launch a Few Definitions
Satan – Sanat – Santa – NasaT| This is Psycholinguistic Occult Evidence!
Astronaut was Coined 1929 in science fiction, popularized from 1961 by U.S. space program, from astro+ nautes "sailor" (see also naval). French astronautique (adj.) had been coined 1927 by "J.H. Rosny," pen
name of Belgian-born science fiction writer Joseph Henri Honoré Boex (1856-1940) on model of
aéronautique, and Astronaut was first used in 1880 as the name of a fictional spaceship by English
writer Percy Greg (1836-1889) in "Across the Zodiac." [What are the odds fiction became reality so fast?]
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Astro
An element active in English word formations from mid-18c., meaning "star or celestial body; outer
space," from Greek astro-, stem and comb. form of astron "star," related to aster "star" (see star (n.)). In
ancient Greek, aster was "a star" and astron mostly in plural, "the stars." In singular it mostly meant
"Sirius" (the brightest star).
Isaiah 47:13 Astrologer H1985 |  הָ בַ רhâbar, haw-bar'; a primitive root of uncertain (perhaps foreign)
derivation; to be a horoscopist:— (astro-) loger. [observing or dividing the shamayim]
Isaiah 47:13 Prognosticators H3045 |  י ַָדעyâdaʻ, yaw-dah'; a primitive root; to know (properly, to
ascertain by seeing); used in a great variety of senses
Isaiah 47:13 Star Prophet H2374  חֹ זֶהchôzeh, kho-zeh'; active participle of H2372; a beholder in vision;
also a compact (as looked upon with approval):—agreement, prophet, see that, seer, (star-) gazer.

Star
In the GREEK according to Strong’s Concordance: G792 ἀστήρ astḗr, as-tare'; a star (as
strewn over the sky), literally or figuratively:—star.

from G4766 στρώννυμι Strōnnyō or strṓnnymi, strone'-noo-mee; prolongation from a still
simpler στρόω stróō stro'-o, (used only as an alternate in certain tenses); to "strew," i.e. spread
(as a carpet or couch):—make bed, furnish, spread, strew.
akin to G4731 στερεός stereós, ster-eh-os'; stiff, i.e. solid, stable (literally or figuratively):—
steadfast, strong, sure.
from †ἵστημι hístēmi, his'-tay-mee; a prolonged form of a primary στάω stáō stah'-o (of the
same meaning, and used for it in certain tenses); to stand (transitively or intransitively), used in
various applications (literally or figuratively):—abide, appoint, bring, continue, covenant,
establish, hold up, lay, present, set (up), stanch, stand (by, forth, still, up). Compare G5087.
Star (continues)
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HEBREW: Star H3566  כּוֹכָבkôwkâb, ko-kawb'; H3556 probably from the same as H3522 (in the
sense of rolling) or H3554 (in the sense of blazing); a star (as round or as shining); figuratively, a
prince:—star(-gazer).
From Burn H3554  ָכּוָהkâvâh, kaw-vaw'; a primitive root; properly, to prick or penetrate; hence,
to blister (as smarting or eating into):—burn. To burn scorch or brand or H3522  כַּבּוֹןKabbôwn,
kab-bone'; from an unused root meaning to heap up; hilly; Cabon, a place in Palestine:—
Cabbon.
Old English steorra "star," from Proto-Germanic *sterron, *sternon (source also of Old Saxon
sterro, Old Frisian stera, Dutch ster, Old High German sterro, German Stern, Old Norse stjarna,
Swedish stjerna, Danish stierne, Gothic stairno).
This is from PIE (Proto Indo European ancestor of Euro Language)*ster- (2) "star" (source also of
Sanskrit star-, Hittite shittar, Greek aster, astron, Latin stella, Breton sterenn, Welsh seren
"star"), of uncertain connection to other roots. Some suggest it is from a root meaning "to
strew, scatter." istar "venus."

Astrological sense of "influence of planets and zodiac on human affairs" is recorded from mid13c. [NONSENSE SEE IS 47 and so on], hence "person's fate as figured in the stars" (c. 1600);
star-crossed "ill-fated" is from "Romeo and Juliet" (1592). Meaning "lead performer" is from
1824; star turn is from 1898. Stars as a ranking of quality for hotels, restaurants, etc. are
attested from 1886, originally in Baedecker guides. Sticker stars as rewards for good students
are recorded from 1970s. Brass star as a police badge is recorded from 1859 (New York City).
Star-cluster is from 1870. To see stars when one is hit hard on the head is from 1839.

Ever Wonder Why Everyone Wants to be a Star?

Word Magick of the Fallen Angels is why!
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Star 1590s, "to affix a star or asterisk to," from star (n.), From 1718 as "to set with stars" Meaning
"perform the lead part" [(fits hypocrite) of actors, singers, etc.] is from 1824. Sporting sense is from
1916. Related: Starred; starring. AKA the center of attention (selfie, me myself, and I, me me me a star)

Naut | Naval is Naut
Early 15c., from Old French naval (14c.) and directly from Latin navalis "pertaining to a ship or ships,"
from navis "ship," from PIE [Proto Indo European] root *nāu- (2) "boat" (source also of Sanskrit nauh,
accusative navam "ship, boat;" Armenian nav "ship;" Greek naus "ship," nautes "sailor;" Old Irish

nau "ship;" Welsh noe "a flat vessel;" Old Norse nor "ship"). An Old English word for "naval"
was scipherelic.
Nasas Tour | Nasa Tours | Nasa Tour [NASA] in American English is an acronym for National
Aeronautics and Space Administration and in Hebrew to lift, bear up, carry, take, to exalt (H5375) |
[Tour] a journey, or a journey made by performers like play actors, athletes, musicians—easy transition
to hypocrite/actor.
Pronounced naw-saw in Hebrew (nah-suh in Texan English)
See Snake Tongue

Saturns Tao [Saturn] according to Science Religion is 6th planet from the sun, 2nd only to Jupiter in size
and “9” times the size of earth (like Sanat and the 9th level of initiation, and Remphan (which has the
Hebrew Origin of Chiun  כִּ יּוּןKîyûwn along with NASA ָשׂא
ָ  נnâsâʼ, naw-saw' in Amos 5:26) an idol
worshipped secretly by the Israelites; statue of the Assyrian-Babylonian god of the planet Saturn
symbolize Israelite apostasy; established pillar. Amos 5:26 But you have borne the tabernacle of your
Moloch and Chiun your images, the star of your god, which ye made to yourselves.
Tao is a Chinese word signifying 'way', 'path', 'route', 'key' or sometimes more loosely 'doctrine' or
'principle'; the intuitive knowing of "life" that cannot be grasped full-heartedly as just a concept but is
known nonetheless through actual living experience of one's everyday being.
Satan Torus
[Satan] H7854 & H7853 the adversary of the Bible, arch enemy of good, and can also be
superhuman, Satanas of Aramaic Origin G4567 corresponding to H7854, and [Torus] in geometry, a
torus (plural tori) is a surface of revolution generated by revolving a circle in three-dimensional space
about an axis coplanar with the circle. If the axis of revolution does not touch the circle, the surface has
a ring shape and is called a torus of revolution.
Pronounced saw-tawn in Hebrew (say-tuhn in English)
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Nasas Tutors [NASA] in Hebrew is up, lift, bear, to take up, and in English is an American Space
Agency and [Tutor(s)] is Shadow education; a name for private supplementary tutoring that is
offered outside the mainstream education system; independent instruction
Sanat Torus
[Sanat] is just Satan spelled different in Hinduism and Theosophy, and in geometry, a
[Torus] (plural tori) is a surface of revolution generated by revolving a circle in three-dimensional space
about an axis coplanar with the circle. If the axis of revolution does not touch the circle, the surface has
a ring shape and is called a torus of revolution.
Satan Roust

[Roust] is to cause to get up or to get moving, or to treat roughly or harass.

Satan Stour
[Stour] tumult, confusion, battle in British Dialect and armed combat in archaic, and
dust forming a cloud or deposited in a mass and turmoil or conflict in Scottish and Northern English,
battle in Old French and storm in Germanic - gives clearer meaning to Ephesians 6:12.
Satans Rout
[Rout] a defeat attended with disorderly flight/retreat; dispersal of a defeated force in
complete disorder, any overwhelming defeat, a tumultuous or disorderly crowd of persons, the rabble
or mob, Law. a disturbance of the public peace by three or more persons acting together in a manner
that suggests an intention to riot although they do not actually carry out the intention.

Saturn Taos
[Taos] is a town in northern New Mexico’s high desert, bounded by the Sangre de Cristo
Mountains. Sangre is blood in Spanish and Pueblo de Taos is considered one of the oldest continuously
inhabited communities in the United States and designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Star Tauons
[Tauons] an elementary particle, a lepton, having a mass almost twice that of a proton
and a negative charge
Tau Tronas
[Tau] tou, tô/Submit, also the nineteenth letter of the Greek alphabet (Τ, τ ),
transliterated as ‘t.’, from Hebrew taw, last letter of the Hebrew alphabet, literally "sign, mark." Like an
ankh is a tau cross, in ASTRONOMY, the nineteenth star in a constellation

Tau Ceti PHYSICS & FICTION I am just inserting this here because this is one of the things that Tau leads to in
the occult. If you have eyes to see, then it is eye opening to what’s really going on in Hollywood for example. The
Ceti itself does not fit into the Astronuat(s) Word Magick.

[Tau] an unstable subatomic particle of the lepton class, with a charge of −1 and a mass roughly 3,500
times that of the electron. Noun: tau particle; plural noun: tau particles [Ceti] genitive of cetus "whale,
large sea animal". There are many connections here that are too difficult to explain, and somewhat
inappropriate to Luciferian rituals and practices. In short Space X has been known to launch a light show
that looks very much like a whale, and this is all connected to a particular practice that I simply won’t
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explain here because it is too graphic. Tau Ceti is used “Religiously in fiction and Hollywood”. Check it
out and ask yourself “Why?” For quick reference look into Barbarella and The Excessive Machine, as this
will help you put what I am avoiding explaining above. This all has to do with the mixing and mingling of
fornication with planet worship. Just search “Tau Ceti in Fiction” and read the wiki to see the pervasive
sexual nature of this terminology in the No Good Hollywood.
Trona(s) gray-white or yellowish-white monoclinic mineral consisting of a hydrous acid sodium carbonate
The word "trona" entered English by way of either Swedish (trona) or Spanish (trona), with both possible
sources having the same meaning as in English. Both of these derive from the Arabic trōn, which in
turn derives from the Arabic natron, and Hebrew ( נטרןnatruna), which comes from ancient Greek
νιτρον (nitron), derived ultimately from ancient Egyptian ntry (or nitry = Nitry definition: nitrous ;
comprising nitre). You will also notice TRON being another champion of Hollywood. Natrona is also
utilized in gematria and has been referenced to somehow be connected to Jesus (in a nonsensical way).
Trona (trisodium hydrogendicarbonate dihydrate, also sodium sesquicarbonate dihydrate,
Na2CO3•NaHCO3•2H2O) is a non-marine evaporite mineral. It is mined as the primary source of sodium
carbonate in the United States, where it has replaced the Solvay process used in most of the rest of the
world for sodium carbonate production. Think in terms of “processed” salt of the earth.

Tau Tronas (unstable subatomic laughing gas) ha ha just a little fun side interpretation for those that
understand the value of word play.
Saturn Beyond the planetary reference and chiun/remphan in Scripture, Saturn is related by Man’s
Philosophies to Agriculture, God of All Gods after the Titans, Father of All Planets but Uranus, and is also
known as Cronus or Kronos, chronos
Saturn Taos

Satan Stour

Santas Tour

Saturn Oats

Satan Roust

Satan Routs

Saturns Tao

Santo Sutra

Santa Roust

Saturn Stoa

Santa Torus

Santas Rout

Sanat Torus

Santa Tours

Sanat Roust

Satan Torus

Satan Tours

Santas Tour

Satans Rout

Satans Tour

Sanat Tours
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Santa Stour

Asat Sun Tor

Sonar Tauts

Santa Routs

Asat Son Tur

Sutta Arson

Nasa Tours (Isaiah 14:4)

Rotas Tunas

Stoa Santur

Nasas Tour

Rotas Aunts

Sous Tantra

Nasas Tutor

Saros Taunt

Stuns Aorta

Nasa Tutors

Soar Taunts

Astro Tunas

Nasas Trout

Taunt Soars

Aarons Tut

Anta Tussor (Isaiah 14:11)

Ursa Santo(s) (she-bear)

Aaron Tuts

Anta Routs

Ursas Tanto

Aortas Nuts

Antas Rout

A Star Tonus

Aorta Stuns

Anta Tours

A Star Snout

Aortas Stun

Antas Tour

Son Star Tau

Sutra Santo

Tau On Stars

Tarsus NATO

Asat Sun Rot

Sonar Sutta

Straus Nota

Straus NATO

The word SANAT (Satan in Hinduism & Theosophy) is a great example of Psychological Linguistics in
that it does not matter if you spell the word as satan or sanat or even santa in that the same meaning
and influence is easily applied. Sanat Kumara is the advanced being at 9th level of initiation, lord

of earth and humanity and dwells in Shamballah also known as the City of Enoch, and
Shamballah is the home of the king of the world in Buddhism… so much more is connected to
this and is something to look into, e.g., set or sut also = satan or sutekh.

Torus:

In geometry, a torus (plural tori) is a surface of revolution generated by revolving a circle in

three-dimensional space about an axis coplanar with the circle. If the axis of revolution does not touch
the circle, the surface has a ring shape and is called a torus of revolution.
Real-world examples of toroidal objects include inner tubes, swim rings, and the surface of a doughnut,
a bagel or an apple. A torus should not be confused with a solid torus, which is formed by rotating a
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disc, rather than a circle, around an axis. A solid torus is a torus plus the volume inside the torus. Realworld approximations include doughnuts, vadai or vada, many lifebuoys, and O-rings.
In topology, a ring torus is homeomorphic to the Cartesian product of two circles: S1 × S1, and the latter
is taken to be the definition in that context. It is a compact 2-manifold of genus 1. The ring torus is one
way to embed this space into three-dimensional Euclidean space, but another way to do this is the
Cartesian product of the embedding of S1 in the plane. This produces a geometric object called the
Clifford torus, a surface in 4-space.
In the field of topology, a torus is any topological space that is topologically equivalent to a torus.

Anta The ANTA is the end of a wall treated so as to be an almost independent member, like a square
pillar in which the wall ends. Also it is a privately supported organization, chartered by Congress in
1935, for the encouragement and advancement of professional and nonprofessional theater; A(merican)
N(ational) T(heatre and) A(cademy). A (architect) pilaster attached to the end of a side wall or
sometimes to the side of a doorway
Asat in Vedic mythology is the realm of nonexistence, populated by demons. Also a weapon or weapon
system designed to destroy an enemy's orbiting satellite—anti-satellite ASAT

Santo is a carved figure of a saint, also a saint
Tussor the silkworm of an oriental moth of the genus Antheraea, as A. mylitta, that produces this silk.
Although tussor is moth related, butterfly is highly related to occult. While they see their practices as
becoming butterflies, Scripture would relate this symbolically to the moth: Job 13.28 and Job 27.18
Antheraea is a moth genus belonging to the family Saturniidae. Saturniidae (a family), commonly known
as saturniids, by most measures include the largest species of moths. Do a moth worm study in the
scripture – very interesting!
Worms or Maggots H7415  ִרמָּ הrimmâh, rim-maw'; from in the sense of breeding; a maggot (as rapidly
bred), literally or figuratively:—worm, maggot, worm (as cause and sign of decay) Exodus 16.24
Lift Up H7426  ָרמַ םrâmam, raw-mam'; a primitive root; to rise (literally or figuratively):—exalt, get
(oneself) up, lift up (self), mount up. Numbers 16.45 Lift Up H7311  רוּםrûwm, room; a primitive root; to
be high actively,

to rise or raise

(in various applications, literally or figuratively):—bring up, exalt

(self), extol, give, go up, haughty, heave (up), (be, lift up on, make on, set up on, too) high(-er, one), hold
up, levy, lift(-er) up, (be) lofty, (× a-) loud, mount up, offer (up), presumptuously, (be) promote(-ion),
proud, set up, tall(-er), take (away, off, up), breed worms. Genesis 7.17
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Sutra is a type of religious literature present in many Asian traditions such as Hinduism, Jainism and
Buddhism. The word sutra is a Sanskrit term that means “discourse” (in the Pali language: sutta); concise
statement containing a subjective truth or observation, cleverly and pithily written.
Rotas The supreme ecclesiastical and secular court of the Roman Catholic Church. Chiefly British as a
round or rotation of duties; a period of work or duty taken in rotation with others. an agenda or circuit
of sporting events, as a round of golf tournaments.
Tunas a large and active predatory schooling fish of the mackerel family, and in a literal sense a “darter”
or to “dart along”.
Tur a wild goat native to the Caucasian mountains.
Saros a period of about 18 years between repetitions of solar and lunar eclipses; A lunar cycle of
6585.32 days at the end of which the centers of sun and moon return so nearly to their relative
positions at the beginning that all the eclipses of the period recur approximately as before though in
longitudes about 120 degrees west of the regions where they were visible in the saros immediately
preceding. Greek, from Akkadian shāru cycle of 3600 years SAROS TAUNT (astronauts). Taunt(s) a
sarcastic challenge or insult, or tempt; referring to the SAROS TAUNT

Ursa in constellation names, Old English, from Latin ursa "she-bear" (see ursine).
Tanto is Latin, and literally means "for so much; to such an extent;" see pro- + tantamount.
Tau nineteenth letter of the Greek alphabet, from Hebrew taw, last letter of the Hebrew alphabet,
literally "sign, mark." ADD HERE
(from Tau) Dew Old English deaw, from Proto-Germanic *dawwaz (source also of Old Saxon dau, Old
Frisian daw, Middle Dutch dau, Old High German tau, German Tau, Old Norse dögg "dew"), from PIE
root *dheu- (2) "to flow" (source also of Sanskrit dhavate "flows, runs").
Sonar(s) a method or device for detecting and locating objects especially underwater by means of sound
waves sent out to be reflected by the objects; also : a device for detecting the presence of a vessel (as a
submarine) by the sound it emits in water; a device used for finding things that are underwater by using
sound waves.
Sutta is The Pali version of the Sanskrit term Sutra.
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Tantra is a type of Hindu religious book, 1799, from Sanskrit tantram, literally "loom, warp," hence,
figuratively, "groundwork, system, doctrine," from tan "to stretch, extend," from PIE root *ten- "to
stretch, extend" (see tenet).
Sous being an assistant —used chiefly in titles; from Latin subtus, adverb, below or under
Santur originated with meaning "100 strings." This is an Indian Instrument.

Stoa is an ancient Greek portico usually walled at the back with a front colonnade designed to afford a
sheltered promenade
Arson the willful or malicious burning of property
Snout is nose especially when large or grotesque and defines something to breath with, or Old Norse
snaldr "snout" (of a serpent), Germanic root *snu- forming words having to do with the nose, imitative
of a sudden drawing of breath (compare Old English gesnot "nasal mucus;" German schnauben "pant,
puff, snort" (Austrian dialect), schnaufen "breathe heavily, pant. Also the terminal face of a glacier.
Tonus the constant low-level activity of a body tissue, especially muscle tone. Also the Latin equivalent
of the word tone; a sound.

Ut(s) is a syllable used for the first note in the diatonic scale in an early solmization system and later
replaced by do
Stuns is to make senseless, groggy, or dizzy by or as if by a blow: daze; to shock with noise, to overcome
especially with paralyzing astonishment or disbelief.
Taunt(s) a sarcastic challenge or insult, or tempt.
Soar(s) is an intransitive verb, to fly aloft or about, to sail or hover in the air often at a great height:
glide (2) of a glider : to fly without engine power and without loss of altitude, to rise or increase
dramatically (as in position, value, or price) to ascend to a higher or more exalted level, to rise to
majestic stature
Tut(s) used to express disapproval or disbelief.
Oats a crop, also used in conjunctions with acting in a newly self-confident and often self-important
manner.
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SAROS TAUNT (astronauts) think danger Will Robinson danger! When the light goes on you will
realize they were mixing fiction with “so-called” reality long before “so-called” reality existed. This is
what I call reverse prophecy: they mock God by writing fiction out of a mystical interpretation of the
scripture, and then they bring it to pass shortly thereafter claiming it to be reality. Sometimes it’s real
and sometimes it is faked, and some of the time it is both a mixture of real and fake. Think 1984 this is
how mind conditioning mingled with mockery works—super-duper demonic! The Bible warns of all of
this, but “Believers” Believe it Not.
Straus nota

antas roust

aunts Astor

Stuart naos

antas routs

aunts ratos

Susan ottar

antas stour

aunts roast

Susan tarot

antas torus

aunts rotas

Sutton Rasa

antas tours

aunts taros

Sutton Sara

antra ousts

aunts toras

Tanat Russo

aortas tuns

autos rants

Tanat sorus

arnattos us

autos tarns

Tanat sours

arson sutta

autos trans

Tanta Russo

arson tauts

ottar Susan

Tanta sorus

arsons taut

ottars anus

Tanta sours

assort aunt

ousts antra

anatto Russ

assort tuna

ousts ratan

anatto USSR

attars nous

outran tass

anoas strut

attars onus

rants autos

anoas sturt

attorns USA

ratans oust

anoas trust

attorns sau

ratans outs
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rattan sous

santurs Tao

stratous an

rattans sou

santurs oat

stratous na

rattons USA

santurs tao

struts NOAA

rattons sau

sarans tout

struts anoa

roasts aunt

saturant os

sturts NOAA

roasts tuna

saturant so

sturts anoa

rousts anta

saunas tort

sutras NATO

ruanas stot

saunas trot

sutras nota

ruanas tost

snouts Tara

suttas Nora

ruanas tots

snouts rata

suttas Rona

sansar tout

sonars taut

suttas roan

santour sat

sonata rust

tantra sous

santour tas

sonata ruts

tantras sou

santours TA

sonatas rut

tarots anus

santours at

stator anus

tarsus NATO

santours ta

status Nora

tarsus nota

santur Taos

status Rona

tartan sous

santur oast

status roan

tartans sou

santur oats

stours anta

tatars nous

santur stoa

strata nous

tatars onus

santur taos

strata onus

taunts Rosa
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taunts oars

trouts NASA

tussar nota

taunts osar

trouts anas

tussor anta

taunts soar

trouts ansa

tutors NASA

taunts sora

truant ossa

tutors anas

tronas taus

trusts NOAA

tutors ansa

tronas utas (octave of “false”

trusts anoa

liturgical church feast) UTAS is
American Military Defense

tussar NATO

UTAS is Middle English, contraction of utaves, from Middle French huitaves, plural of huitaveoctave,
from Medieval Latin octava
Lost in Space >>>>>> Robinson Family Quotes: "Warning! Warning!" and "It does not compute". "You
Bubble-headed Booby!", "Cackling Cacophony", "Tin Plated Traitor", "Blithering Blatherskyte", and
"Traitorous Transistorized Toad" "Oh, the pain ... the pain!" and "Never fear, Smith is here!"
“Danger Will Robinson”

I know it’s hard to believe, but The Magick is often in Every Word as they will continue to be Rob(in)son(s) and
daughters of every generation until the Lord comes in his Wrath to set up the Kingdom of God.

Consider 5 Motivations of The Evil One (improperly translated as Lucifer KJV)
For you have said in your heart, (1) I will ascend into heaven, (2) I will exalt my throne above the
stars of God: (3) I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation mowed (appointed times of
Elohim), in the sides of the north: (4) I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; (5) I will be
like the most High Isaiah 14:13-14 Whether you believe it or not, I absolutely can assure you
the Word of God )the Logos Theos) so perfectly predicted the matters in true prophecy fashion.

Now Consider a Most Popular Symbol in the World
Pentagram is a five-pointed star is formed by drawing a continuous line in five straight
segments, originated as a mystic and magical symbol; symbols of warfare between light [(or
spirit) and darkness (or material forces)]. There are also 6, 7, 8 pointed stars (etc) everywhere!
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And Consider Prophecy in Scripture: You are wearied in the multitude of your counsels. Let
now the astrologers [habar-the dividers], the stargazers [chozeh-the seers], the monthly
prognosticators [yada`-the knowers], stand up, and save you from these things that shall come
upon you. Isaiah 47:13
And lest thou lift up [nasa'] thine eyes unto heaven, and when thou see the sun, and the moon,
and the stars, even all the host of heaven, should be driven to worship them, and serve them,
which the LORD your God hath divided unto all nations under the whole heaven. Deuteronomy
4:19. Look Watch Think Pay Attention how this “IMMEDIATELY PROCEEDS” the 10
Commandments given in Deuteronomy 5. And then in Deuteronomy 5.11 You shalt not take
[NASA] the name of the LORD [YHWH—Yahowah] your God in vain: for the LORD YHWH will not
hold him guiltless that takes [NASA] his name in vain. There is no such thing as a blatantly
glaring coincidence brothers and sisters. Time to wake up!
And the king commanded Hilkiah the high priest, and the priests of the second order, and the
keepers of the door, to bring forth out of the temple of the LORD all the vessels that were made
for Baal, and for the grove, and for all the host of heaven: and he burned them without
Jerusalem in the fields of Kidron, and carried [NASA] the ashes of them unto Bethel.

And he put down the idolatrous priests, whom the kings of Judah had ordained to burn incense
in the high places in the cities of Judah, and in the places round about Jerusalem; them also that
burned incense unto Baal, to the sun, and to the moon, and to the planets, and to all the host
of heaven. 2 Kings 23:5
Is not God in the height of heaven? and behold the height of the stars, how high they are!
Job 22:12 'Elowahh mocks those who “claim” they know how high the stars are. Please see my
work Creation and the Two Great Lights. In short, Science defies Genesis 1.16 (et al) by claiming
there are countless stars “BRIGHTER” than the Sun. They use “DISTANCE” as their basis for this
claim, as this is why the stars do not look brighter than the Sun (and Moon), because they are
Trillions and Quadrillions of miles from earth. This is all nonsense according to Scripture and
Reality, as they have no idea how far away the stars are, because they have never been to
one—simple! Isaiah 14 ACTOR-NAUT “wanna-be-god” in the text…soon to be destroyed! Here
is a Proper Translation: How are you fallen from heaven, boasting son of the morning howling!
how are you cut down to the ground, which did weaken the nations! Isaiah 14:12
The Kingdom of God is coming in the Name of Jesus—so be it the Good News of Our Father!
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